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ABSTRACT 
A uniqueness theorem is proved for the combinatorial invariants of cell complexes defined by 
R. Bott in [B]. 
§ 0. Let ~Tn (n_0) denote the class of all finite, at most n-dimensionaI, 
(convex) cell complexes. For any (convex) cell C, denote by C its interior, by 
C the complex consisting of all faces of C, and by C= C'-{C} the boundary 
complex of C. Two complexes K~,K2~ T~n are said to be combinatorially 
equivalent if there exist two complexes L1, L2 e TTn such that: (a) K i and L i are 
combinatorially isomorphic, i= 1,2; (b) L~ and L 2 admit a common sub- 
division L. A combinatorial invariant on ~n is a function 
such that K(KI)=tr(K2) whenever Kl and K 2 are combinatorially equivalent. 
Let K be an arbitrary complex in Tc~n (n >0) and let C be a k-cell of K with 
O<k<_n. A complex K' is said to be obtained from K by an elementary 
bisection at C if 
I ( '=(K -{C})U{C1,D,  C2}, 
where: (a) dim C1 = dim C2 = k; (b) dirnoD % k -  ol; (c~ D is a subcomplex of C; 
(d) C1, D, C 2 are pairwise disjoint; (e) C= C 1UDU C2. A well known theorem 
(see for example [R; p. 39], [L2; p. 168], and [S; p. 34]) shows that two 
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complexes K1 and K z are combinatorially equivalent if and only if there exist 
two complexes L 1 and L2 such that: (a) K i and L i are combinatorially 
isomorphic, i-- 1, 2; (b) L1 and L2 admit a common subdivision L which can be 
obtained from both Lj and L 2 by a finite sequence of elementary bisections. It 
follows therefore that a function x : cg~n~ [R is a combinatorial invariant on 
~n if and only if K(K')= x(K) whenever K'  is obtained from K by an 
elementary bisection at some cell C eK. 
In [B] R. Bott defined two polynomials whose coefficients turn out to be 
combinatorial invariants on ~n.  In this paper we prove for these invariants 
a uniqueness result similar to that obtained by W. Mayer [M; Theorem (4.1)] 
and Lee Ke-chun ILl; Satz 1] for the classical Euler characteristic. 
§1. 
define: 
Let # denote the cardinal number function. For a complex Ke  ~(ffn 
S(K) = the set of n-cells of K; 
a(K) = # (S(K))= the number of n-cells of K; 
bi(K) = the ith Betti number of K, i e N; 
~[(K) = {PcS(K)I #(P) =k+ 1, bn(K-P)  =r}, k, re 7/; 
p~(K)= #(~(g) ) ,  k, reZ ;  
Br(K) = ~k~o ( -  1)kp~(K), reZ ;  
Br(K) = ]~k (-1)kp~(K), r e 77. 
The numbers Br(K) and J~r(K) will be called, respectively, the rth Bott 
characteristic of K and the rth reduced Bott characteristic of K. 
It is easy to see that prk(K) =/= 0 implies 
(a )  - 1 < k < a(K)  - 1 
and 
(b) max (O, bn(g) -k -  1)<_r<_b,(K). 
From (a) it follows that Br(K) and Br(K) are well defined for any r e Z; on the 
other hand, (b) shows that both Br(K)¢O and J~r(K)¢O imply O<_r<_b,(K). 
Two well known combinatorial identities how that 
, r K = (c) ~rkPk( ) ~k (~rprk(g))=2a(K) 
and 
(d) E r J~r(K) = E k ( -- 1)k(E, p~(K)) = O. 
The problem which arises is to determine which linear combinations of the 
numbers prk(K), k, reZ,  are combinatorial invariants on cgc£n; identity (c) 
shows that there are such combinations which are not combinatorial invariants. 
Here we get the main result of the paper (5r, s denotes, as usually, the 
Kronecker symbol). 
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1.1. THEOREM. If a function 
with a~e ~ for k, reZ ,  is a combinatorial invariant on cgcg, (n>0), then 
x(K)= 2, wr l~r,b,,(K) + ~ a~Br(K) = 
= ~r ( ar- 1 + OtO)Or, b,(K) + 2r OtojBr(K) 
for each K~ ~g~gn. 
PROOF. Let K be an n-complex. Each cell C eS(K) defines a partition 
{~[;0(K;C), ~;I(K;C)} of ~[(K), where 
and 
2{;o(K;C) = {Pc :~[(K)IC~.P }
~/~;1 (K; C) = {Pc  :~c(K)IC~P}. 
There is an obvious bijection 
~L 1 (/~;c)-~ ;_ 1(/¢- { c}), p~P-{C}; 
therefore, 
pf(K) = # (~L0(K;C)) +p;~_ I(K- {C}). 
On the other hand, if K'=(K-{C})U{C1,D, C2} is the subdivision of K 
obtained by an elementary bisection at C, then a partition {~£;o,o(K;C), 
D£;1,0(K;C), ~£;o,l(K;C), ~£;1,1(K; C)} of P'[(K') is defined, where 
3/~;O,o(K;C) ={Pc ~]/(K')[C! ce ,  c2~e},  
2~;1,0(K;C) = {Pc ~[(K')IC 1 eP,  C2¢P }, 
2~;0,1(K;C) = {Pc ~[(K')[C 1 ~P, C2eP},  
and 
~£,1,~(K;C): {Pe ~/(K')[Q eP, C2 eP}. 
Obviously, ~-£;0,0(K;C)= ~£;o(K;C). Further, there are bijections 
2Li, o(K;C)--'~_~(K-{C}), P~P-{Q}, 
~[~;o,I(K;C)--,s~[~_I(K-{C}), P~P-{C2}, 
and 
~LI,~(K;C)--'~[_2(K-{C}), P~P-{Q, C2}. 
To prove the first one, it is sufficient o note that, for Pe  ~£;I,o(K;C), the 
complex K' - P = L U {D, C 2 }, where L = K -  { C} - (P -  { C 1 }), collapses to L; 
the second one is obtained in a similar manner. For the third bijection, observe 
that, for P¢~O£;1, I(K;C), we have K ' -P=LUD and LOD=I) ,  where 
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L=K-{C}- (P -{C1,  C2}); a simple Mayer-Vietoris argument shows that 
bn(K'-  P) = bn(L). We get, therefore, 
p~(K') = # (~;0(K;C)) + 2p~_ I (K -  {C}) +p~¢_ 2(K- {C}). 
The two formulae derived above imply that 
(F) P~k(K') --prk(g) =prk- I (K -  {C}) +P~-2(K-  {C}). 
Let now 
x= ~r Y'k a~p~, 
with a~e [R for k, re  Z, be a combinatorial invariant on ~g~n. Then x(K')= 
= K(K) whenever K'  is obtained from K by an elementary bisection at some 
C e S(K). From formula (F) we get 
K(K') -- K (K)  -~ 2r  2k  U~c (P~c- 1 (K -  { C}) + p~_ 2(K- { C})) 
and this implies 
(G) 2r 2k (a~+l + ark+Z)prk(K - {C})=0. 
For each k, r e Z, k_> - 1, r >_ 0, let 
W/~ = ~[,.)~0 U ~ 11J . . .  I,.,I ~k [,,J S 11,.J . . .  U Sr 
be a disjoint union of complexes, where s is an n-simplex, each si, i = 0 ..... k, 
is an n-simplex, and each Si, i= 1 ..... r, is an (n+ 1)-simplex. Obviously, 
bn(W~c)=r; this implies that pm(W~-{s})=O for all i eZ  and m>r.  If 
Pe~[(W~-{s}) ,  then necessarily P={so,.. . ,sk} (because deleting an n- 
simplex from one of the r n-spheres would lower the value of bn); it follows 
that p~(W~- {s}) = 1. For similar reasons, pr(W~- {s}) =0 for all i>k. From 
formula (G) we get for all k_> - 1 and r_>0 
(Ifc) ~m ~i (aml+ctim+2)pm(W~c--{S})=0" 
Now a double inductive argument will be applied. For r = 0 we have 
0 0 0 (IO) ~i (c(°i+l+°ti+2)Pi(W~c-{s})=0; 
in particular, 
( I °  1) a ° + a ° = O. 
If we assume that a°i+ui+° 1--0 for i=0  . . . .   k, then (I °) implies 
a°+a+a°+2=0.  Therefore, a°+u°+l=0 for all k>_0. Further, assume that 
for m=0, . . . , r -  1, 
a~n+u~n+l=0, for all k>_0. 
Formula (I~) then implies that 
2i (otr+ 1 q- ar+ Z)P;(W~ -- {S}) = O, 
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r r for all k_> - 1; induction on k shows that ak+ak+ 1 =0 for all k_0 .  Thus we 
have proved that 
aC +aC+l =0, 
for all k>_O and r_O.  It follows that for all r_O,  
at=(-1)k6~, k~0. 
It still remains to note that 
PL I (K)=5r ,  b,(K), r>_O, 
and we obtain 
r + _ 
1¢(K) = 2r (6-1(~r, bn(K) 60~k>O ( - -  1)kpC(K)) = 
+ r + r = 2r ((ar-1 60)fir, b,(K) 60Ek ( -  I)kpC(K)), 
for all K e cd~n. [] 
1.2. COROLLARY. If  a function 
x= ~r ~k~_o 6kPkr r : yyn_~p., 
with a c ~ [R for k, r ~ 7/, is a combinatorial invariant on (dY n (n > 0), then 
K(K) = ~r 6~Br(K) = Zr 605r, bn(K) q" Er 60Br(K) 
for each K~ ~Tn. 
1.3. COROLLARY. If  a function 
with akeN for k~Z,  and fixed r _0 ,  is a combinatorial invariant on ~#" 
(n > 0), then 
It(K) = 6_ lOr, b,(K) q- aoBr(K) = 
= (6 _ 1 + ao)t~r, b,(K) + 60Br(K) 
for each K~ ~(n. 
1.4. COROLLARY. I f  a function 
with ak~ for keg ,  and fixed r__0, is a combinatorial invariant on ,T~ n 
(n > 0), then 
to(K) = aoBr(K) = 60Or, b,(K) + aoBr(K) 
for each K~ ~g~'. 
§ 2. REMARKS 
2.1. For n=0,  the numbers pc(K)  can be defined by using the reduced 
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Betti numbers bo(K-P  ) instead of the unreduced ones. With each of these 
two definitions, the result stated in Theorem 1.1. turns out to be false; in fact, 
every function 
K= ~r,k akPkr r : ~O~R 
is a combinatorial invariant on (¢~0. 
2.2. The first polynomial defined in [B] is 
~(K;2) = ~pcs(x) ( -  1) #(P)2b"(K-p). 
This can be written as 
~(K;).)= 2r Ek 2p~;(K)(-  1)k+bV = 
= - Er (~k ( -  1)kp~(K)) 2r= - ~, Br(K) 2r" 
The main result in that paper is in fact the combinatorial invariance of the 
reduced Bott characteristics Br(K), r>-O. 
The second polynomial defined in [B] is 
• Y(K;2)= ~PcS(K) i#(P)+bnZl(K-P)2bn(K-P) ( i=I/-Z-1) • 
It is easy to see that 
( - 1)"- ab n_ l (g) + ( - 1)"bn(K) = 
=(-  l )n - lb , , _ l (K -P )+ ( -  1)nbn(K-P)+( - 1)n # (P); 
from this we get 
b n_ I (K -  P)  = b,_ I(K) - bn(K) + bn(K-  P) + # (P). 
Now we can write 
Y(K;2) = ~ PC S(K) i2 # (p) + bn - I(K) - bn(K) + b,,(K- P)• bn(K- P) :_ 
= ib" l(K)-bn(K) ~PCS(K) ( - -  1) #(P)Oti)b"(K-P); 
this shows that 
Y(K;2) = i b.-l(K)-b"(K). ~(K;M). 
The relation above proves that the J polynomial does not provide any more 
information than the ~ polynomial and the Betti numbers. 
2.3. For each complex Ke  cg~gn (n_>0) denote 
T(K) = { C e S(K)[b,(K-  {C}) = b,(K)}. 
A simple Mayer-Vietoris argument shows that if P = Po LJ P1 and Po f3P1 = O, 
where PoCT(K) and P ICS(K) -T (K) ,  then bn(K-P)=bn(K-P1) ;  in 
particular, b, (K -P )=bn(K)  for each PC T(K). 
If T(K)¢ ~,  let C e T(K) be a fixed cell. Then for each k, r e 7/, 
p~(K) =p~(K-  {C}) +p~_ I (K -  {C}); 
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therefore, for each r ~ 77, 
Br(K) = ~k ( - 1)k(P~( K -  {C}) +Pfc- l( K -  {C})) = 0. 
F rom this we get B°"(K)(K)= 1. On the other hand, if T (K )=~,  
Bb,(K)(K) = -- 1 and Bb"(K)(K)=0. 
we get 
2.4. An  interpretation of the reduced Bott characteristics/~r(K), r>0,  as 
the Euler characteristics of some simplicial pairs is obtained through the 
following construction. Each complex K~ cg(g, defines a simplex A(K) whose 
vertices are the cells C~S(K); the k-simplices of A(K) are then the sets 
Pc [.Jr ~[(K). A sequence Fr(K), r>_O, of subcomplexes of A(K) is deter- 
mined, where 
Fr(K) = Um >_r Uk ~,((K), r_> O. 
Then 
Fr(K)-Fr+I(K)= ~k ~[(K), r>_O, 
and 
Br(K) = Z(Fr(g), Fr + 1 (K)), r >_ O. 
This implies 
Br(K) = Z(Fr(K), Fr + I(K)) 
for r< bn(K), and Bb,(K)(K) = X(Fb,(K)(K)). 
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